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Game development is a core element of the mobile industry
that is poised to grow in leaps and bounds, making it an attractive 
career choice. Unity is a flexible and powerful development 
platform for creating multiplatform 3D and 2D games and interac-
tive experiences. It's a complete ecosystem for anyone who aims 
to build a business on creating high-end content and connecting to 
their most loyal and enthusiastic players and customers. Also, it is 
one of the most popular game engines for mobile and desktop 
games and real-time simulations. Training in the Unity 3D engine 
will provide the skill-set students required to master fundamental 
techniques and create high-end 2D & 3D games like a professional.

The Learners Point Unity 3D course introduces you to level design, 
lighting, materials, and animation. Among other essentials, you will 
learn how to import models and textures from programs like 3Ds 
Max and illustrator, setting up game objects, apply materials, and 
add animation to bring the game to life.
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Located at the
heart of Dubai

We are also associated with CPD UK, the premier accreditation service provider in the United Kingdom.

Learners Point is a well-recognized institute in 
corporate and  individual training in the MENA 
region and has contributed to the career success of 
more than 110,000 professionals since its founding 
in 2001. We are ISO 9001:2015 quality management 
system certified. 

Our training institute is licensed by the Government
of Dubai, UAE, and our certifications are widely 
recognized by employers around the globe. 



Audience

Who should
attend the
program?
This course would be o
use to professionals looking
to advance in their current
career path, change industry
entirely, or re-join the workforce
after time away from work. It
would help new job seekers
looking to demonstrate their
self-management skills
to employers.
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These unity 3D classes aim to teach you to:
• Use the new Unity UI system
• Create menus, levels and loading screens
• Learn unity's physics system
• Create level and character lock/unlock system
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Introduction to
mixed reality (AR & VR)
Overview
C# programming
Types of
holographic apps
Introduction to unity 3D
Game objects

Scripting-part 2

Collision

Prefabs

User interfaces

Particle systems

Animators

Audio

Models, materials,
and textures

3d terrain

Environments

Lights and cameras

Game 1: amazing racer

Scripting-part 1

Game coin collection

Mobile development

Publish and deploy

Unity integration
with MR (Microsoft
HoloLens)



Course outline

Introduction to
Mixed Reality (AR & VR)
• What is virtual reality (VR)

• What is augmented reality (AR)

• What is mixed reality

• Modern VR/AR experiences

•  History

Overview
• Hardware

• Software

• Interaction fundamental

C# Programming



Course outline

Types of holographic apps
• Enhanced environment apps

• Virtual environment apps

• Blended environment apps

Introduction to unity 3D
• Getting to know the unity editor

• Navigating the unity scene view

Game objects
• Dimensions and coordinate systems 

• Game objects

• Transforms
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Models, materials, and textures
• The basics of models

• Textures, shaders, and materials

3D Terrain
• Terrain generation

• Terrain textures

Environments
• Generating trees and grass

• Environment effects

• Character controllers
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Lights and cameras
• Lights

• Cameras

• Layers

Game 1: amazing racer
• Design

• Creating the game world

• Gamification

• Playtesting



Scripting Part 1
• Scripts
• Creating scripts
• Attaching a script
• Anatomy of a basic script
• The using section
• The class declaration section
• The class contents
• Variables
• Creating variables
• Variable scope
• Public and private
• Operators
• Arithmetic operators
• Assignment operators
• Equality operators
• Logical operators
• Conditionals
• The if statement
• The if / else statement
• The if / else if statement
• Iteration
• The while loop
• The for loop
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Scripting—Part 2

• Methods

• Anatomy of a method

• Writing methods

• Using methods

• Input

•  Input basics

• Input scripting

• Specific key input

• Mouse input

• Accessing local components

• Using get component

• The transform

• Accessing other objects

• Finding other objects

• Modifying object components
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Collision

• Rigidbodies

• Collision

• Triggers

• Raycasting

Prefabs

• Prefab basics

• Working with prefabs

User Interfaces

• Basic UI principles

• The canvas

• UI elements

• Canvas render modes

Particle systems

 • Particles

 • Particle system modules 

 • The curve editor

Animators

 • Animator basics

 • Configuring your assets

 • Creating an animator

 • Scripting animators

Audio

 • Audio basics

 • Audio sources

 • Audio scripting



Course outline

Game coin collection

 • Design

 • The arena

 • Game entities

 • The control objects

 • Improving the game

Mobile Development

 • Preparing for mobile

 • Setting up your environment

 • The unity remote 

 • Accelerometers

 • Designing for the accelerometer

 • Using the accelerometer

 • Multi-touch input
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Publish and deploy
 • Managing scenes
 • Persisting data and objects
 • Unity player settings
 • Building your game

Unity integration with
MR (Microsoft HoloLens)
 • Introduction to microsoft
 HoloLens with emulator
• Working with microsoft holoLens SDK
• Understanding holograms gaze,
 Gesture and voice control
• Creating spatial mapping using hololens
• Implement a user interface in mixed realit
• Build and share projects from unity 3D



We, at Learners Point, take immense pride in our teach-
ing methods and instructors. Our instructors are some of 
the best experts from their fields and employ a practical 
approach to learning. Many of them are globally recog-
nised and have a diverse set of experience in their field 
of expertise. You are always sure to have the best in the 
industry as your teachers who are ready to guide you at 
every step and make the experience informative yet 
enjoyable.  Apart from the focus on learning your chosen 
course, our instructors also encourage students to devel-
op communication skills and interpersonal skills neces-
sary to excel in the practical world. We offer one of the 
best Unity 3D courses in Dubai.

Trainer

About our trainer

Our cutting edge teaching methods make every 
program an immersive and productive experience for 
the learners. Our learning methods are research-driven 
and are continuously updated to stay relevant to pres-
ent times as well as the future. You will enjoy practical 
applications of everything learned through theory and 
regular mock examinations to help monitor your 
progress. Our courses are led by an instructor in a 
classroom setup and we do offer online high-quality 
sessions as well for individuals. We also monitor the 
training sessions with a progress tracker to maintain 
high standards of instruction & ethics.



Students review

Student review

Anu Sharal: University Student
“Unity is top chosen platform for VR, AR and Game 
development. I would say it was a good choice
"learners point", And thank you for providing me a 
platform to learn more about unity. It was a very helpful 
course and Trainer was very knowledgeable in the field 
of Unity, Session was interactive and practical gained a 
wider knowledge”

Nameel Ibrahim: IT Professional
“I have done my Artificial Intelligence course here and 
they do such a great job of training. What is amazing 
about here is they are not making it congested which 
makes learning easy and trainee will have more time to 
do the practical side of it. The staff are very welcoming 
too. I will certainly come back here for more training”
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